
Animals In Earth-like World

Status: Completed to Basic level

Anything written in [blue, in square brackets] is a note from me about the work I’m
doing for you and where I’m heading with it.

Basic Animal Ecosystem

[Here is the basic outline of your animal ecosystem. I keep this development basic to
start with and add detail later on when I have a good overview of the ecosystem and
have started to mesh it together with your plants.]

Taxonomic Classes

Here are your taxonomic Classes: your equivalents of mammals, birds, reptiles,
amphibians, and fish.

Andasyana (“egg” in Sanskrit (anda), and “sticky” in Sanskrit (syana))

The andasyana are feathered, cold blooded creatures that lay soft-shelled eggs. Their
capacity to fly allows them to lay their vulnerable eggs in high places, and most species’
eggs are sticky to prevent them from falling and to act as a protective layer against the
elements.

Babestir (“protector” in both Basque (babestu) and Latin (custodire))

Furry creatures with warm blood, most of which lay hard-shelled eggs. As they are
warm-blooded their eggs need to be kept warm, which earns them their reputation for
being protective of their unhatched clutches.



Chadurum (“skin” in Sanskrit (chadini) and “hard” in Latin (durum))

Cold blooded creatures with dry, smooth scales. They lay leathery-shelled eggs. Their
collective name comes from the theme of their own tough skin, and that of their eggs.

Nimagna (“submerged” in Sanskrit (nimagna))

Mostly-aquatic creatures that are nevertheless warm blooded, possess scales, and lay
soft eggs.

Pueriya (“child” in Latin (pueri) and “adventurous” in Sanskrit (priya))

Live-bearing, cold blooded creatures with delicate skin that thrives in gentle
environments that are neither too dry nor too cold. Their name translates to
“adventuring children”, which describes their offspring which generally must make their
own way into the world from the moment they are born.

[I’ll also work on figuring out how / which of the following animals became anthro.]

Taxonomic Orders

This is a list of your equivalents of the many taxonomic Orders - primates, owls, frogs,
etc.

Andasyana

Termikatu (Basque words; “termikoa” (thermal), “embrace” (besarkatu)); Ungulates



These creatures glide together in huge flocks, saving energy by sticking to the thermals.
They favour tall trees and cliffs for laying their eggs.

Gosvan (“hungry” in both Basque (gosea) and Sanskrit (jasvan)); Insectivores

Agile, voracious fliers that eat insects on the wing and rarely stop for long enough to do
anything except sleep.

Agamotua (Sanskrit for “tree” (agama) and Basque for “bound” (lotua)); Primates

Non-fliers that live in tree-tops.

Kavvi (Sanskrit for “thinker”); Seals

Curious and intelligent, often rather large animals.

Dormick (Latin for “sleeper”, Basque for “upright”,; Cassowaries, emus, kiwi, ostrich

Aggressive, will dive-bomb anything they feel threatened by, which is a problem because
they have nasty talons. Good at gripping rock and trees, and roost on vertical spaces.

Guinya (Basque for “night” (gaua) and Sanskrit for “mystery” (ninya)); Nightjars

Nocturnal creatures. People sense them but rarely see them, so they tend to unsettle
people who don’t know they exist. As they often fly high it took a long time for them to
be discovered.

Suplika (Latin for “above” (supra) and Sanskrit for “hunter” (kulika));Raptors

Soaring creatures that can be quite large, and prey on land-animals.



Azinacko (Basque for “ancient” (antzinako)); Crocodilians

Long, supple, and ancient creatures. A painful bite.

Lumachanda (Basque for “feather”, Sanskrit for “poison”; Salamanders

Gliders with poisonous feathers. Do not try to catch.

Panapari (Sanskrit for “feather” (parna), Basque for “gift” (opari)); Hagfish and lampreys

Gliders who can turn up the speed if needed, but more to the point, their feathers are
loose enough in their skin that if you try to catch one it’ll wiggle and fly off, leaving you
holding a handful of feathers.

Barinica (Sanskrit for “bearer” (bharin) and “low” (nica)); Catfish

Creatures that fly close to the ground.

Babestir

Sanguisama (Latin for “blood” (sanguis) and Basque for “mother” (ama)); Carnivores.

These creatures have a bloody reputation. This Order is almost entirely made up of
carnivorous animals, but their protectiveness of their eggs cross-pollinates with their
meat-eating reputation.

Hazlassu (Basque for “breeder” (hazle) and Sanskrit for “quick” (asu));Hares and rabbits



Prey animals that live life on the fast track. Sensitive to danger, these animals produce
fast clutches which they incubate communally to help ensure a large generation to
come, to repopulate.

Vemedda (Latin for “violent” (vehemens) and Sanskrit for “victim” (medha)); Rodents

Another Order of mostly prey animals, these creatures are at such risk that some
species have a reputation for turning on their predators. Essentially they’re the above
Order but smaller, and turbo-charged.

Janarru (Basque for “food” (janari) and Sanskrit for “surprise” (damaru)); Ducks

Animals that live on the edge - wherever life is a little too hostile, you may well find a
species or two of these. Resourceful and a welcome meal for many predators that also
live on the edge.

Resika (Sanskrit for “elegant”); Cranes

Elegant creatures that would not usually be associated with being adaptable, but are.
Migratory, omnivorous, and live on or near water by choice. Doing so has implications
for keeping their eggs warm, but that is where they have found their niche.

Izzanox (Basque for “terror” (izua) and Latin for “night” (nox)); Owls

Predator animals that hunt at night. Often large animals, and much feared.

Kinacki (Sanskrit for “female digger” (khanaki)); Turtles

Placid animals that migrate almost constantly, though nobody is sure why. They bury
their eggs to insulate them against the cold.



Hedattua (Basque for “widespread” (hedatua)); Sharks and rays

A widely-varied Order, full of carnivorous animals that cooperate with one another and
are more intelligent than many people believe.

Tassercanter (Latin for “silent” (tace) and “singer” (cantor)); Toadfish

These creatures sing to attract a mate, but are prey animals much of the time so fall
silent whenever they see or hear evidence of predators. They become silent when sitting
on eggs.

Chadurum

Lipusta (“book” in Latin (liber) and in Sanskrit (pusta)); Cetaceans

Oceanic creatures whose skin reacts with the salt and minerals to make them
particularly tough-skinned. They lay their eggs and allow them to float away on the tide.

Relincyo (Latin for “leave” (relinquo), Sanskrit for “desert” (apacyu)); Pouched animals

Creatures that build nests for their eggs on trees, rocks, etc. and then leave them there.

Varria (Latin for “colourful” (varia); Pheasants

Their skin shows a great variety of colours and patterns. Tend to be prey.

Avannahora (Sanskrit for “wet” (avana) and Basque for “dry” (lehorra));Waders

Animals that feed in the surf but spend the rest of their lives in dryer environments.



Vall (Latin for “barricade” (vallum)); Hornbills

Scaly animals that wall themselves into hollows with their eggs or for the winter.

Ellisere (Latin for “lure” (elicere)); Anglerfish

Creatures that lure prey with the use of twitching tails and limbs, colours and textures,
or light.

Nimagna

Dratara (Sanskrit for “flight” (drava) and Latin for “swim” (natare)); Bats

Small animals that glide through the water. They eat voraciously to keep warm but only
eat tiny crustaceans.

Aganda (Sanskrit for “absence” (agocara)); Egg-laying mammals

Strange creatures that bear live young underwater.

Bagari (Basque and Sanskrit for “numerous” (ugari and bahula)); Pigeons and doves

Very common creatures that gather together in flocks. Adaptable.

Lurra (Basque for “land”); Penguins

Adapted to land enough that they can crawl out onto land, and go on migrations over the
land. It’s a harsh environment for them but they do it to get to specific breeding grounds.

Essuri (Latin for “hungry” (esuriens)); Pelicans



Aggressive marine creatures that can open their mouths wide and swallow most things.

Dyoo (Sanskrit for “bright” (dyu)); Parrots

Colourful marine creatures.

Cickina (Sanskrit for “smooth” (cikkina)); Lizards and snakes

Legless marine creatures.

Igwira (Basque for “climb” (igoera)); Frogs

Marine creatures that can climb out of the water and up reeds and things.

Allumbana (Sanskrit for “foundation”); Seahorses and pipefish

Marine creatures that anchor themselves onto plants to stop the tide pulling them away.
Carry their eggs around with them to keep them in warm waters.

Pueriya

Summus (Latin for “high” (summus)); Gliding tree mammals

Climbing, gliding creatures that give birth high in the trees and let their offspring find
their way down on their own.

Umatita (Basque for “child” (ume) and Sanskrit for “mimic” (natita)); Cuckoos

Animals that lay live eggs in existing nests. The youngsters curl up in balls to look like
eggs until the actual eggs hatch.



Mallak (Sanskrit for “scavenger” (malakarsin)); Vultures

Give birth near carcasses. You would call them maggots but they’re bigger and more
complex.

Haradira (Sanskrit for “grip” (haras) and “strong” (andira)); Passerines

Give birth in forests. The young climb instinctively and spend their lives in the trees.
Their feet are good for clinging.

Venen (Latin for “toxic” (venenatum)); Toads

The youngsters are extremely poisonous and they’re able to scream or make other
alarming noises to frighten predators.

Tarji (Sanskrit for “threat” (tarjita)); Pufferfish and boxfish

Newborns can make themselves look big.

Millia (Latin for “thousand” (milia)); Sardines and anchovies

Huge numbers of these are born, which means it doesn’t matter how many are picked
off. Their skin is silvery and they can make entire trees look like they’re moving.

Damsine (Sanskrit for “bite” (damsana)); Eels and morays

Long-bodied animals. Even the young are long. Independent and able to deliver a
surprisingly strong bite if threatened.



My Notes From Liaising With You

Ecosystems

The ecosystem is set on a fictional planet that’s Earth-like but not Earth itself. Magic
influenced evolution.

The existence of magic, and the possibility that animals have successfully harnessed it
at least to some degree, means that the course of evolution turned out somewhat
differently, affecting many species.

While some animals are capable of learning and may pass information along to the next
generation, others are very instinctive and may simply have a natural sense of what is
more beneficial for them. For this reason, I believe that some insects would evolve to
habitually use some of the magical resources around them.

Magic In the Ecosystem

Animals are more likely to seek out stones and/or carry one with them. This is more
practical for some animals than others: those that can’t carry one may choose to live
near an area where stones naturally are. Some may bring a stone with desired
properties back to their burrow.

A Quick Note About Humans

[I’ll wait to hear from you about whether humans do, indeed, exist or not.]
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